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ABSTRACT 
Earthquake is a very important aspect to be considered while designing structures. In the recent time, many structures are 
irregular in shape and these type of structures cannot be avoided due to the functional and architectural requirements. In this 
paper, an attempt has been made to study the seismic performance of irregular RC buildings with re-entrant corners such as L, T, C 
and I shapes and compared with the regular RC building. All the models have the same plan area with seismic zone V and soil type 
III (Soft soil). All the models were analyzed using response spectrum method. The study parameters include storey displacement, 
storey drift, base shear and fundamental natural period. From the present study, the model T is more vulnerable to seismic 
damage under very severe seismic zone. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The last decade has witnessed a heavy impact of seismic activity over the world and has caused severe 

damage to the building stock and other infrastructural facilities. This has led to revisiting and evaluating the 

seismic vulnerability, especially, in the Indian sub-continent. Today, 70% of the Indian sub-continent has been 

declared as ‘seismically vulnerable’ of varying degree. Thus, there is an urgent need to carryout systematic and 

scientific studies. A structure should possess four main attributes, namely: simple and regular configuration, 

adequate strength, stiffness and ductility. Structures with simple regular geometry and uniformly distributed 

mass and stiffness in plan, as well as in elevation, are expected to suffer much less damage than structures with 

irregular configurations [1]. But nowadays, with the advancement in rapid growth of urbanization and for 

aesthetic purpose, buildings with irregular structural configurations are widely constructed. The past experience 

during earthquakes have shown that the dynamic behaviour of structures is affected to a great extent by its 

shape, dimensions and location of structural elements. In the past, effects of torsional coupling in asymmetric 

building structures were widely investigated by means of simple one-storey models [2]. 

Structural irregularities in buildings are categorised as: (i) Plan irregularities which refer to asymmetrical 

plan shapes (L, T, U, F) or discontinuities in the horizontal resting elements (diaphragms) such as: cut-outs, 

large openings, re-entrant corners and other abrupt changes resulting in torsion, diaphragm deformations and 

stress concentration, and (ii) Vertical irregularities which refers to sudden change in the strength, stiffness, 

geometry and mass, resulting in irregular distribution of forces and/or deformation over the height of the 

building [3]. A desirable distribution of mass, stiffness and strength to reduce torsional response locates the 

centre of stiffness (CR) and the centre of strength (CV) on the opposite sides of the centre of mass (CM) [4-5]. 

In recent years, multi-storey building models have become increasingly popular for at least two good reasons: 

(1) shortcomings of one-storey models in predicting torsional behaviour of real structures (2) development of 
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powerful computational tools has made extensive and refined numerical analyses of 3D multi-storey building 

structures feasible [6-7]. Irregular structures often exhibit unfavorable seismic behavior, characterized by the 

concentration of plastic demand in a limited portion of the structure and this issue can cause early collapse under 

strong seismic motion [8]. Plan irregularities may also be due to presence of re-entrant corners in the buildings. 

If the projections of the structure beyond the re-entrant corner are greater than 15 percent of its plan dimension 

in the given direction, such buildings are considered as irregular buildings with re-entrant corners. As evident 

from the above, the studies are still limited and there is need for comprehensive and exhaustive studies covering 

various seismic zones and higher number of stories, especially in the Indian context. Hence, in this paper, four 

types of asymmetrical plan shaped buildings (L, T, C and I) having re-entrant corners were considered for 

evaluating their seismic performance, under Indian conditions. 

 

Methodology: 

Seismic analysis is widely classified as static and dynamic methods. Static analysis is recommended for 

regular buildings less than 40m in height, dynamic analysis is recommended for irregular buildings greater than 

12m in height, in zones IV and V. Dynamic analysis may be performed either by time history method or 

response spectrum method. In this paper, response spectrum method is used to study the seismic behaviour of 

various irregular-shaped buildings with re-entrant corners. 

 

Structural configuration: 

All the chosen models have the same plan areas and plan views are shown in Figure 1(a-e). For the present 

study, a ten-storeyed buildings with special moment resisting frame (SMRF) are modelled using SAP2000 

V18.2.0. Data used for analysis are summarized in Tables 1 to 4. 

 
Table I: Geometric data 

Type of use of building Residential 

Number of stories 10 

Storey height (m) 3.0 

Support condition Fixed to the base 

Grade of concrete M30 

Grade of steel Fe500 

Size of column (mm) 500 x 500 

Size of beam (mm) 300 x 600 

Thickness of slab (mm) 150 

Thickness of beam (mm) 230 

Unit weight of wall (kN/m3) 20 

 
Table II: Load data 

Live load (kN/m2) 3.0 

Roof live load (kN/m2) 1.5 

Floor finish (kN/m2) 1.0 

Wall load (kN/m) 11.04 

Parapet wall load (kN/m) 4.14 

 
Table II: Wind data 

Wind speed (m/s) 50 

Terrain category 2 

Structure class B 

Topography factor, k1 1 

Risk coefficient, k3 1 

 

Table IV: Seismic data 

Type of structure Special moment resisting frame 

Seismic zone, Z V 

Importance factor, I 1.0 

Damping ratio 5% 

Response reduction factor, R 5 

Soil type III (Soft soil) 
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(a) Model R (Regular) 

 
(b) Model L (L shaped)          (c)     Model T (T shaped) 

 
(d) Model C (C shaped)         (e)      Model I (I shaped) 

 

Fig. 1: Plan configurations of various models (All dimensions are in m) 

 
Table V: computed results for all plan configurations 

SI. 
No. 

Model Type 

Displacement 

(mm) 

Storey drift 

(mm) 

Base shear 

(kN) 
Fundamental 

natural period 

(sec) X Y X Y X Y 

1 Model R 152.5 155.5 21.6 21.7 16639.72 16228.42 0.7997 

2 Model L 181.4 181.4 24.6 24.6 16338.31 16338.31 0.8025 

3 Model T 186.8 153.5 25.4 21.4 16381.31 17240.48 0.7951 

4 Model C 153.4 164.7 21.3 22.6 17237.37 16955.67 0.7880 

5 Model I 153.2 153.1 21.4 21.4 17255.04 17271.65 0.7848 

 

Performance analysis: 

The performance of the various buildings are evaluated by considering the study parameters such as storey 

displacement, storey drift, base shear and fundamental natural. SAP2000 V18.2.0 was used to study the above 

parameters for all plan configurations. The performance of the four irregular configuration of buildings (Model 

L, T, C and I) were compared with that of Model R (Regular). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Computed results for various models are presented in Table V. The storey displacement for all models 

along X and Y directions are shown in Figs. 2-3. The storey drift for all models along X and Y direction are 

shown in Figs. 4-5 and the deformed shapes of Model L and Model I are shown in Figs. 6-7.  
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A. Storey displacement: 

The lateral displacement increases with the increase in number of storey increases. The maximum storey 

displacement was observed in Model T when compared to all other models shown in Figs. 2 & 3. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Storey vs displacement for all models along X direction 

 
Fig. 3: Storey vs displacement for all models along Y direction 

 

B. Storey drift: 

From the analysis, the maximum storey drift was observed in the 2nd and 3rd storey among all the models. 

The maximum storey drift was observed in Model T when compared to all other models as shown in Figs. 4 & 

5.  

 

 
Fig. 4: Variation of Storey drift for different models along X direction 
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Fig. 5: Variation of Storey drift for different models along Y direction 

 

C. Base shear: 

Complete quadratic combination (CQC) method is adopted for calculating base shear for all models as per 

IS 1893 (Part 1): 2002. From the table V, the lower base shear was observed in Model L, when compared to all 

other irregular models in both X and Y directions. 

 

D. Fundamental natural period: 

The fundamental natural period was calculated on the basis of mass and stiffness of the building. From the 

table V, Model L shows the higher fundamental natural period when compared to all other models. 

The screenshots of deformed shape of Model T and Model I are shown in Fig 6 and 7. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Deformed shape of Model L 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Deformed shape of Model T 
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Conclusions: 

 Irregular configurations are severely affected during earthquakes in high seismic zones. 

 Model T shows the maximum storey displacement and maximum storey drift when compared to all 

other models. 

 The lower base shear was observed in Model L when compared to all other irregular models in both X 

and Y directions. 

 The higher fundamental natural period was observed in Model L. 

 Model T with re-entrant corners is more vulnerable to earthquake damage, when compared to all other 

models. 
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